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Custom Standalone Controller:
SMART-Space Controller [SSCE]

Up to: 4 inputs [3 universal and 1 dedicated temperature sensor]
Up to: 4 outputs [2 jumper selectable to be universal or relay, and
2 dedicated relay outputs] | real-time clock and backup | Humidity sensor

Required supporting sensors

[Temperature, Humidity, CO2, Flow, Pressure, etc.]
System wiring diagram
Programming for custom sequence of operation
Consultation to generate finished commissioned project

Mode

Cooling

Heating

Your system should operate according to your needs. The SMART-Space™ Controller
is an ideal solution for small systems where the sequence of operation is too complex
for a packaged standalone controller.
Modulate cooling and heating simultaneously
to control humidity while maintaining supply air
temperature at setpoint.
Modulate, PID control of two-pipe fan coil units.

Occupancy

Fan

Speed

Take ownership of your personal environment with the Reliable Controls SMART-Space
Controller, a fully programmable BACnet® controller with multi-sensor capability.
Today’s systems place a strong emphasis on monitoring and controlling the many attributes
of indoor environmental quality. With the Reliable Controls MACH-System®, many excellent
options exist to achieve this goal. Within a single wall mounted device, the SMART-Space
Controller offers: space temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide, occupancy, setpoint adjust,
degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit selection, back-light display, additional inputs and outputs,
and connection to any other sensor anywhere in the building.

For more than 30 years, Reliable Controls has been
committed to excellence in the building controls industry.
Our business objective is to be the best in terms of
quality, dependability, and customer satisfaction. With
our worldwide network of more than 200 Authorized
Dealers in 30 countries around the world. Reliable
Controls provides simple, flexible, and sustainable
products and solutions. Every Reliable Controls
Authorized Dealer is factory trained and tested to
ensure the highest level of competency. Our Authorized
Dealers provide you with exceptional local service for
system design, quotations, installation, programming,
commissioning, and after-sales support. Look for the
Reliable Controls Authorized Dealer logo, and be assured
of long-term, confident performance and complete
satisfaction.

www.reliablecontrols.com

